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Jeffrey Garten is Dean of the School of Management at Yale University and a monthly columnist at 
Business Week.  He served the Clinton administration as undersecretary of commerce for international 
trade and, still earlier, worked as an investment banker.  The Mind of the CEO is Garten's summary and 
analysis of interviews he conducted with forty CEOs from leading global businesses. 
 
The Mind of the CEO explores first the two great forces of the Internet (and information technology) and 
globalization.  Part Two then focuses on internal leadership/management challenges such as mission, 
vision, execution, shareholders, and stakeholders.  In general, Garten is impressed with the 
thoughtfulness, insight, and competence (or even genius) of his CEO interviewees in these areas. 
 
In Part Three, Garten argues that the biggest blindspot among CEOs is in not recognizing and assuming 
responsibility for reshaping public policy and reordering the global marketplace.  The power and skill 
resident in today's global businesses and their CEOs has the potential (often more than governmental 
agencies) to create or influence the rules and practices of the global economy.  Yet CEOs are reticent to 
get involved.  But this chaos, along with the growing disparities between rich and poor,  will undermine 
the global order if not overcome in some significant way.  To find sufficient leadership for this larger 
agenda, Garten recommends that CEO, Chairman, and President posts be held by different individuals 
rather than one person. 
 
Two pages (127-28) on executive compensation do not do the subject justice and no doubt other readers 
will wish for further discussion of other issues---or for a more aggressive critical analysis from Dean 
Garten.   Nevertheless, The Mind of the CEO is a substantial contribution just as it stands.    
 


